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“CO-OP” TOPS
NEWS AT LUCC
hy Maureen I). Newcom b

A controversy arose at the
Tuesday, February 4th meet
ing of the LUCC concerning
the proposal presented by
the YUAI community. In this
proposal, the YUAI’s re 
quested that Quad Six, which
is currently an all-women’s
residence, be turned into a co
op. If passed, this proposed
arrangement would be effec
tive next fall.
The co-op would offer men,
who are not affiliated with a
Greek organization, the ben
efits of controlling their own
meal program. The co-op
would offer men and women
to have control over their livingenvironmentand cooking.
Members of the co-op would
be asked to spend three to
four hours each week taking
care of the household respon
sibilities like cooking and
cleaning. The program would
pool together the group’s re
sources, and use their funds
for the good of the entire
house. Members ofthe YUAI
community see the co-op as a
valuable learning experience
that has great potential for
success. One example cited,
favoring the existence of a co
op, was the co-op system at
Oberlin which has been effec
tive for 41 years in five resi
dence halls.
The YUAI’s suggested that
in the co-op’s first year, 15
rooms in the quad be offered
to members ofthe YUAI com
munity and that the remain
ing spaces be put into the gen
eral lottery system. The next
year, only 10 spaces would be
given to members of the YUAI
community. Recipients of
these rooms would have to
voted on by the group.
A posed problem with the
co-op plan arises from the
question of what should be
done about an all-women’s
residence hall. Since there is
interest on campus in having
at least one single-sex resi
dence hall for women, this is a
potential problem for the
YUAI’s proposal. Because of
the question raised, Brokaw
was raised as a possible an
swer. This means that if the
plan passes, Brokaw could
become an all-women’s hall
next year. While this seems
like a logical alternative, since

about three quarters of the
residents of Brokaw are fe
male thisyear, this limits the
spaces for upperclass males.
Another point against the
proposal is the apparent lack
of support from the LUCC
Residential Life Committee.
In this light, the LUCC had
trouble endorsing such a pro
posal when the specialized
com m ittee seemed to h ave reservations. The LUCC did not
officially oppose the proposal,
but they did decide that more
information was necessary.
The Residential Life Com
mittee decided to look into
the proposal more closely be
fore endorsing it. This will
require a survey of the stu
dent body which will deter
mine the amount of interest
in a co-op alternative and also
decide what should be done
about maintaininga women’s
residence hall. This should
also give the YUAIs a chance
to work out all the details of
the plan.
In other LUCC business,
Lawrence may adopt a new
animal rights policy. This
policy is meant to protect ani
mals from being used in
pranks on campus. There has
not been an incident of such
abuse recently, but the policy
will ensure that such abuses
do not occur in the future.
LUCC elections will be held
on February 19. Anyone in
terested in running for an of
fice should obtain petition pa
pers from the information
desk at the Union. The peti
tions should be returned by
February 13 with atleast 150
signatures.
Representatives are needed
to serve on LUCC from Bro
kaw Hall and various small
houses. These positions need
to be filled by the end of this
term.
The Lawrence University
Musical Production Company
received $ 1500 for the upcoming production of "Hair".
Other groups receiving money
wereBGLA, $2020, for
BGLAD days, the Political
Science club, and the Downer
Feminist Council. $2500 re
mains in the program fund
which is used for speakers,
and $4579.11 remains in the
general fund.

Mojmir Povolny, interim president, and fellow Czech
prof. o f history, converse after Thursday's Main Hall Forum
(Photo by Roger Duncan)

Use It Again, Sam!
Each y ear, the U nited
States generates about 10 bil
lion metric tons of non-agricultural solid waste. Munici
pal solid waste alone accounts
for at least 140 million metric
tons each year. An average
U.S. citizen discards 3.5
pounds of waste each day.
Eighty-nine percent of our
wastes go to a landfill or are
incinerated. The remaining
11% is recycled. Compare that
to the Japanese at 50%!
Landfill costs are on the rise

because we are running out of
land to ruin by infesting it
with garbage. We need to re
cycle. And recycling must be
gin with the individual. Here
at Lawrence our recyclingprogram has picked up. It has
been necessary for us to move
to another garage because we
did not have enough room to
sort the recyclable materials
we receive. It is encouraging
to know that so many people
are recycling to help our
planet. So I offer a recycling

by Beth Ism il

guide for all of those who are
as concerned with the state of
the planet as I am.
THINGS TO RECYCLE: 1.
As far as paper is concerned,
we recycle white paper, col
ored paper, newspaper, maga
zines, and cardboard. 2. We
recycle all colors of glass
bottles. 3. We recycle alumi
num cans. 4. And we recycle
plastics #1 and #2, including
bags.
THINGS NOT TO RE
CYCLE: 1. Any paper that is
(Recycle cont. on p. 6)

Theatre Department Shrinking

By R achel Baus

Tim Troy, Lecturer in the
Theatre and Drama Depart
ment, will not be a member of
the Lawrence faculty next
year. His absence will cut the
drama department down to
two full-time professors each
with heavy w orkloads of
teaching as well as directing
the plays. The departure of
Tim Troy has theatre students
and faculty worried about the
future of the Lawrence the
atre program.
Tim Troy was hired in 1989
to fill in for Professors Gaines
and Friedman while they took
sabbaticals. The position was
never meant to be permanent.
Even so, his presence “helped
to fill a few holes” and “add
diversity” as Bren don Smith
put it.
With the loss of the Troy,
the brunt of the acting, di

recting, and theatre history
classes falls on one man, Prof.
Gaines. Some options for next
year would be to drop some
classes or encourage more student-initiated activities such
as student directors.
The administration does not

have any immediate plans to
add a third professor to the
theatre department. Accord
ing to Jim Dana, Associate
Dean of Faculty, ‘T his is not
to say that the theatre depart
ment might be able to make a
(Tim Troy cont. on p. 5)
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for the good of the entire
house. Members ofthe YUAI
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valuable learning experience
that has great potential for
success. One example cited,
favoring the existence of a co
op, was the co-op system at
Oberlin which has been effec
tive for 41 years in five resi
dence halls.
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in the co-op’s first year, 15
rooms in the quad be offered
to members ofthe YUAI com
munity and that the remain
ing spaces be put into the gen
eral lottery system. The next
year, only 10 spaces would be
given to members of the YUAI
community. Recipients of
these rooms would have to
voted on by the group.
A posed problem with the
co-op plan arises from the
question of what should be
done about an all-women’s
residence hall. Since there is
interest on campus in having
at least one single-sex resi
dence hall for women, this is a
potential problem for the
YUAI’s proposal. Because of
the question raised, Brokaw
was raised as a possible an
swer. This means that if the
plan passes, Brokaw could
become an all-women’s hall
next year. While this seems
like a logical alternative, since

about three quarters of the
residents of Brokaw are fe
male thisyear, this limits the
spaces for upperclass males.
Another point against the
proposal is the apparent lack
of support from the LUCC
Residential Life Committee.
In this light, the LUCC had
trouble endorsing such a pro
posal when the specialized
committee seemed to have res
ervations. The LUCC did not
officially oppose the proposal,
but they did decide that more
information was necessary.
The Residential Life Com
mittee decided to look into
the proposal more closely be
fore endorsing it. This will
require a survey of the stu
dent body which will deter
mine the amount of interest
in a co-op alternative and also
decide what should be done
about maintaininga women’s
residence hall. This should
also give the YUAIs a chance
to work out all the details of
the plan.
In other LUCC business,
Lawrence may adopt a new
animal rights policy. This
policy is meant to protect ani
mals from being used in
pranks on campus. There has
not been an incident of such
abuse recently, but the policy
will ensure that such abuses
do not occur in the future.
LUCC elections will be held
on February 19. Anyone in
terested in running for an of
fice should obtain petition pa
pers from the information
desk at the Union. The peti
tions should be returned by
February 13 with atleast 150
signatures.
Representatives are needed
to serve on LUCC from Bro
kaw Hall and various small
houses. These positions need
to be filled by the end of this
term.
The Lawrence University
Musical Production Company
received $1500 for the upcom
ing production of "Hair".
Other groups receivi ng money
wereBGLA, $2020, for
BGLAD days, the Political
Science club, and the Downer
Feminist Council. $2500 re
mains in the program fund
which is used for speakers,
and $4579.11 remains in the
general fund.
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Use It Again, Sam!
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lion metric tons of non-agricultural solid waste. Munici
pal solid waste alone accounts
for at least 140 million metric
tons each year. An average
U.S. citizen discards 3.5
pounds of waste each day.
Eighty-nine percent of our
wastes go to a landfill or are
incinerated. The remaining
11% is recycled. Compare that
to the Japanese at 50%!
Landfill costs are on the rise

because we are running out of
land to ruin by infesting it
with garbage. We need to re
cycle. And recycling must be
gin with the individual. Here
at Lawrence our recyclingprogram has picked up. It has
been necessary for us to move
to another garage because we
did not have enough room to
sort the recyclable materials
we receive. It is encouraging
to know that so many people
are recycling to help our
planet. So I offer a recycling
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guide for all of those who are
as concerned with the state of
the planet as I am.
THINGS TO RECYCLE: 1.
As far as paper is concerned,
we recycle white paper, col
ored paper, newspaper, maga
zines, and cardboard. 2. We
recycle all colors of glass
bottles. 3. We recycle alumi
num cans. 4. And we recycle
plastics #1 and #2, including
bags.
THINGS NOT TO RE
CYCLE: 1. Any paper that is
(Recycle cont. on p. 6)

Theatre Department Shrinking
By Rachel Baus

Tim Troy, Lecturer in the
Theatre and Drama Depart
ment, will not be a member of
the Lawrence faculty next
year. Hisabsence willcutthe
drama department down to
two full-time professors each
with heavy workloads of
teaching as well as directing
the plays. The departure of
Tim Troy has theatre students
and faculty worried about the
future of the Lawrence the
atre program.
Tim Troy was hired in 1989
to fill in for Professors Gaines
and Friedman while they took
sabbaticals. The position was
never meant to be permanent.
Even so, his presence “helped
to fill a few holes” and “add
diversity” as Brendon Smith
put it.
With the loss of the Troy,
the brunt of the acting, di

recting, and theatre history
classes falls on one man, Prof.
Gaines. Some options for next
year would be to drop some
classes or encourage more student-initiated activities such
as student directors.
The administration does not

have any immediate plans to
add a third professor to the
theatre department. Accord
ing to Jim Dana, Associate
Dean of Faculty, ‘This is not
to say that the theatre depart
ment might be able to make a
(Tim Troy cont. on p. 5)
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From the Editor's desk
„ “One must require from each one the duty which each
one can perform... Accepted authority rests first of all on
reason. If you ordered your people to go and throw
themselves into the sea, they would rise up in revolution.
I have the rightto require obedience because myordersare
reasonable.” Antoine de Saint-Kxupery, in his storv The
Little Prince, has a wonderful idea of relationships, in this
case power relationships, which he expresses through his
character, the king. He, the king, demands of people only
that which he knows they can give him, and is then content
when they perform to their expected capacities.
While Mike Tyson should have maintained this point of
view, and our negative views of his actions (assuming that
you, like me, don’t condone rape) are reasonable views in
our society, the same may not be true of the whole Bill
Clinton issue. Can we reasonably expect every political
candidate to live a spot-free life? I think that the press has
the issue all contorted. Had Clinton admitted having this
affair with Flowers, I would have more faith in him than
in any other candidate. What upsets me about the affair
is that the issue attacked is the affair itself and not the
dishonesty of the candidate. While I don’t respect a breach
of marriage, I feel that it is his business to settle his family
problems, and our business whether he is honest to us.
We must learn to demand of those around us only that
which it is reasonable to demand. If we ask of all mere
perfection, we will be upset by their failure. If we ask them
to be honest, the best they can be, and we accept that they
live a stressful, pressure-fdled life like the rest of us, we
might be a little happier with our candidates, and every
one around us.
Assistant Editor
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out of hand. I think we’re ig
noring the real issues, the real
Dear Editor,
problems. Reduction of pro
I Would like to thank An miscuity would reduce the
gela Roskop for acknowledg number of abortions (and
ing the fact that men have a guess what, we would get a
place in the whole abortion reduction in the rate of trans
thing (”Roe vs. Wade”-last is mission of the AI DS virus, for
sue). Thank You!! It’s about free!). Responsibility is the key
tim e. Abortion is not a word here, boys and girls.
“women’s issue.” Read that Choice is a misplaced notion.
last sentence, think about it. This is not a “women’s issue:”
That fetus is just as much a women have enough of their
part of the man that gave his own th ings to worry about and
sperm as it is a part of the fight for. Ladies, make your
woman who provided the egg. men be responsible for this
That unborn baby is just as fight too.
much a responsibilty of the
Karl J. Geisler ‘92
man as it is a responsibility of
the woman.
Ladies, I’m sorry, but that
Personal Decision
baby is not part of your body.
Dear Editor,
That person is growing inside
Re: “Roe vs. Wade,” Jan.
of you, with a lot of help from 28th
you, but it is not you. That
I am curious as to why Ms.
little person is not yours, just Roskop’s article on the pro
as you are not owned by any life view of abortion was titled
other person. He/She is his/ “Roe vs. Wade.” Nowhere in
her own person. She/He has the article was there a men
her/his own identity and per tion of the Supreme Court de
sonality. (Hopefully, he/she cision legalizing abortion, or
won’t grow up being as con even of the current political
fused about his/her sexuality debates surrounding this is
as my attempts at being non sue.
sexist are.) Your choice over
Ms. Roskop stated several
your body comes when you times that because the deci
choose whether or not to have sion to terminate a pregnancy
sex. (Think about that too.) involves so many questions,
That is the big“choice.” People the person considering abor
(men and women) need to tion should “be knowledgeable
make that choice responsibly. about., .both sides of the argu
If you a re n ’t responsible ment and, based on th at, make
enough to deal with the re a personal decision.”
sults of your actions, maybe
I would like to call atten
you should be more respon tion to the fact that in the US
sible when you choose to act. today, the freedom of making
I just think that this whole th at personal decision may
abortion thing has gotten way soon be removed, and only
those “deciding” that abortion

is HQi th e rightoption forthem
will enjoy the opportunity of
making a “choice” No per
sonal decision can be made
freely when only one option is
legal.
The pro-life and pro-choice
supporters are not on opposite
sidesofonecoin. Beingagainst
abortion is an individual opin
ion to which anyone is entitled.
Supportingthe righttochoose
is acknowledging that indi
viduals have many different
opinions and therefore deserve
the individual freedom to
make their own decisions.
Should Roe vs. Wade be
overturned, Ms. Roskop, only
those feeling as you do will be
able to make that “personal
decision” you believe is so im
portant for everyone.

McKell Moorhead ‘92
Co-op Living or
Chemical-Free Living
at LU?!?!
Very soon the Residential
Life Committee will be seek
ing student input on two im
portant issues facing the Com
mittee and the LU Community
as regards living on campus.
Be sure to watch your mailbox
or for representatives in
Downer seeking your input on
these two issues: the possible
establishing of a co-op on cam
pus'and the potential provi
sion of chemical-free living ar
eas. Would you consider living
and eating in an on-campus co
op? Should we continue to of
fer smoke-free floors? Should
we offer alcohol and drug-free
floors also? Be sure to respond
promptly to any question
naires.
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Editorial Shorts

by Miko Wendt

This past week saw the an
nual Dear-students-we-haveto-raise-the-tuition letter.
Those extra dollars that we
will have to come up with the
letter says, are “to maintain
the quality of education that
encouraged you to choose Law
rence as your college.” Main
taining a quality education
includes more books for the
library, raises for the faculty
and staff, etc..., etc..., etc....
All of these are both valid and
important causes. There is
one area, however, that is be
ing terribly neglected: com
puters.
In recent years computers
have seen an ever-increasing
role in our lifestyles. This is
especially true for college stu
dents. It is not just the deni
zens of Sci Hall that who use
computers. Computers, in
fact, are used by nearly all of
the students on this campus,
primarily for writing papers.
Imagine attending college
fifteen years ago. Imagine
typing a twenty-page term
paper on a typewriter. The
very thought would make
many most students shudder.

The fact is, most of the stu
dents at Lawrence rely on the
Macintoshes for typing their
papers
The problem is, consider
ing the ever-growing use of
computers, there simply are
not enough Macintoshes on
this campus. The 1991-92
Course Catalog states that
there are approximately “100
terminals and micro comput
ers for student access.” At last
count, only slightly more than
30 of those are Macs available
for student' use. Assuming
1250 students, thisallowsone
Mac for approximately every
40 students. You are more
likely to find a professor than
you are an unused Mac. And
Macs are cheaper.
A couple of months ago the
Milwaukee Journal did a se
ries of reports on each of the
colleges in the UW system.
They reported that the Uni
versity of Wisconsin a t
Stevens Point has approxi
mately 1500 computers for
student use. They have a to
tal enrollment of less than
9000 students. This gives
them a student-to-computer
(Macs cont. on p. 12)

Phone follies
Why does it take so long for
the University to print the stu
dent directories each term?
The term is half over and we
are first getting our directo
ries now.
Granted, we can always call
the new automated operator.
This, however, assumes that
it knows what your friends’
numbers are. If it does not
know it merely says in its
monotone female voice “Hold
please,” and then proceeds to
start the whole maddening
process over.
This also brings to mind
other gripes with the voice
mail system. It does not con
sistently pick up afler a given
number of rings and occasion
ally picks up before some stu
dents’ answering machines.
There have even been some
instances where it has picked
up even before the phone rings.
It also seems to interrupt with
the call-waiting feature occa
sionally.
Students really need to be
given the option of whether or
not they want voice mail. The

real ironic part of the story is
that while students are forced
to take it, the Lawrentian of
fice can’t get it without paying
a fee.
Ask not for whom the
clock chimes
The grandfather clock in the
periodical section ofthe Mudd
never chimes anymore. What
is wrong with it? If it is broken
it should really be fixed. It is
a true treasure that we inher
ited from Milwaukee-Downer
College.
Just for the record, the edi
tor of this page asked about
the condition of the clock us
ing the “Ask LUCIA” feature
ofthe new computerized card
catalog. It turns out that
LUCIA has an attitude. She
responded (for all to see on the
library kiosk) with some quip
about machines having minds
of their own. Wonder what
the library does with ques
tions they can’t answer with
snappy one-liners?
The great fruit caper
It seems that Downer no

longer offers whole fruit at
lunch and dinner anymore.
Word has it that the Downer
upperechelon hasdecided that
students are walking out with
more than their allowed one
piece of fruit. This certainly
is not the case for all students.
Even if a large number of stu
dents are bending the rules,
so what? Considering that
there are no grocery stores
within short walkingdistance
of campus and the meager of
ferings of the Union Station,
it should come as no surprise
that some students are pock
eting a few extra oranges.
The whole issue of students
taking food out of Downer is
really absurd anyway. What
is the big deal if we take out a
couple of cookies or a bagel
from breakfast? Nine times
out of ten it is something you
have already taken and will
be thrown out if you don’t take
it with you. The few dollars
lost if this were allowed could
probably be easily made up
from those of us on the 15
meal plus Grill credit plan.

In Search o f Voice Mail
By Roger Duncan

Hello, you’ve reached the
Defense Service of Lawrence
University Voice Mail and The
Lawrentian. If you wish to
hear the current defense of
Voice Mail, press one. If, in
stead, you would prefer to hear
the latest in Lawrentian hor
ror stories, press any other
number. Press ‘pound’ at any
time to hear the concluding
argument (tip of the hat to
columnist Dave Bari^y).
In response to Lawrence
Indicus of last issue - I dis
agree. The Voice Mail system
provides far more, even for
those calling from off campus,
than did the previous one.
Granted, if your mother, Mrs.
DeQuincy, who is now at a pay
phone in Bora Bora, wants to
leave eight long messages for
you and does not have your
number, there is a problem.
However, despite that fre
quently occurring situation,
the recently installed Voice
Mail system has much to of
fer. The Boxes require the
same degree of assembly and
care as the average snap-to
gether model and the auto
mated attendant sounds like
my wonderful Aunt Wendy
(Tip to Dave B. again). In ad
dition, the system has a builtin security system which pre-

vents your “friends” from
messing with your box. Last
year at this time I did not have
an answering machine and,
due to my financial woes, had
no plans to buy one in the next
four years. I find the Voice
Mail Boxes very useful. All
are accessible day and night
from any touch tone phone
and nearly every personal
line on campus is equipped
with a depository for at least
seven, twenty-second mes
sages. Isn’t the administra
tion nice? They hooked up the
entire campus to an answer
ing machine.
The latest horror story of
The Lawrentian in volves Voice
Mail, and the administration.
The Lawrentian, a student
managed newspaper, publish
ing once every two weeks, cov
ering a campus of approxi
mately 1,250 students, corre
sponding frequently with ad
vertisers who will eventually
stopcallingin this age ofphone
tag, when asking for it, was
forced to pay for Voice Mail.
The little-known and unfortu
nate detail ofthe matter which
we all would love to neglect is
that,“nothingisfree” as Linda
Barkin of the Business Office
said. Everybody who now has
Voice Mail paid for it either

through th e ir room fees
(which, as you recall, rose sig
nificantly this year), or
through their departments
intramurally. There are no
organizations on campus
which presently have a Voice
Mail Box. An organization
must approve the dispersal of
its funds in order to pay for
the box. Stop me if I’m wrong,
but do any of you remember
sign ing any sort of release form
saying anything to the effect
of‘put a Voice Mail Box on my
phone and I’ll pay for it, thank
you very much.* I can’t remem
ber myself. After two months
of Voice Mail services, the fac
ulty and staff were asked if
they wished to remain con
nected to the system. Only six
replied ‘no’. This is a small
percentage, but I believe it
would be larger if faculty and
staff had to pay the Voice Mail
Box rent out of their pockets
as students do. Students were
not asked to be hooked up to
the system, nor were they
asked if they wanted to con
tinue paying for it. But, The
Lawrentian, an organization
desperately needing the sys
tem, had to go in search of it.
As of now, there is still no
answering machine at The
(Voice Mail cont. on p. 12)

Freshman Violinist Angela Scalise in one of the
Conservatory's new practice rooms
(Photo by Roger Duncan)
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From the Editor’s desk
“One must require from each one the duty which each
one can perform. . . Accepted authority rests first of all on
reason. If you ordered your people to go and throw
themselves into tlx* sea, tluy would rise up in revolution.
I have the right to require obedience because my orders are
reasonable.” Antoine de Saint-Exupery, in his story The
Little Prince, has a wonderful idea of relationships, in this
case power relationships, which Ix; expresses through his
character, the king, lie, the king, demands of people only
that which he knows they can give him, and isthen content
when they perform to their expected capacities.
While Mike Tyson should have maintained this point of
view, and our negative views of his actions (assu ming that
you, like* me, don’t condone rape) are reasonable views in
our society, the same may not be true of the whole Bill
Clinton issue. Can wo reasonably expect every political
candidate to live a spot-free life? I think thatthe press has
the issue all contorted. Had Clinton admitted having this
affair with Flowers, I would have more faith in him than
in any other candidate. What upsets me about the affair
is that the issue attacked is the affair itself and not the
dishonesty ofthe candidate. While I don’t respect a breach
of marriage, I feel that it is hisbusiness to settle his family
problems, and our business whether he is honest to us.
We must learn to demand of those around us only that
which it is reasonable to demand. If we ask of all mere
perfection, we will be upsetby their failure. If we ask them
to be honest, the best they can be, and we accept that they
live a stressful, pressure-filled life like the rest of us, we
might be a little happier with our candidates, and every
one around us.
Assistant Editor

Josh Chassman
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G ender N eutral Issue
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out of hand. I think we’re ig is not the rightoption forthem
noring the real issues, the real will enjoy the opportunity of
Dear Editor,
problems. Reduction of pro making a “choice” No per
I Would like to thank An miscuity would reduce the sonal decision can be made
gela Roskop for acknowledg number of abortions (and freely when only one option is
ing the fact that men have a guess what, we would get a legal.
place in the whole abortion reduction in the rate of trans
The pro-life and pro-choice
thing (’’Roe vs. Wade”-last is mission of the Al DS virus, for supporters are noton opposite
sue). Thank You!! It’s about free!). Responsibility isthe key sidesofonecoin. Beingagainst
tim e. Abortion is not a word here, boys and girls. abortion is an individual opin
“women’s issue.” Read that Choice is a misplaced notion. ion to which anyone isentitled.
last sentence, think about it. This is not a “women’s issue:” Supporting the right to choose
That fetus is just as much a women have enough of their is acknowledging that indi
part of the man that gave his own things to worry about and viduals have many different
sperm as it is a part of the fight for. Ladies, make your opinions and therefore deserve
woman who provided the egg. men be responsible for this the individual freedom to
That unborn baby is just as fight too.
make their own decisions.
much a responsibilty of the
Karl J . G eisler ‘92
Should Roe vs. Wade be
man as it is a responsibility of
overturned, Ms. Roskop, only
the woman.
those feeling as you do will be
Ladies, I’m sorry, but that
Personal Decision
able to make that “personal
baby is not part of your body.
Dear Editor,
decision” you believe is so im
That person is growing inside
Re: “Roe vs. Wade,” Jan. portant for everyone.
of you, with a lot of help from 28th
McKell M oorhead ‘92
you, but it is not you. That
I am curious as to why Ms.
Co-op Living o r
little person is not yours, just Roskop’s article on the pro
Chem ical-Free Living
as you are not owned by any life view of abortion was titled
a t LU?!?!
other person. He/She is his/ “Roe vs. Wade.” Nowhere in
Very soon the Residential
her own person. She/He has the article was there a men
Life Committee will be seek
her/his own identity and per tion of the Supreme Court de
ing student input on two im
sonality. (Hopefully, he/she cision legalizing abortion, or
portant issues facing the Com
won’t grow up being as con even of the current political
mittee
and the LU Community
fused about his/her sexuality debates surrounding this is
as
regards
living on campus.
as my attempts at being non sue.
Be
sure
to
watch
your mailbox
sexist are.) Your choice over
Ms. Roskop stated several
or
for
representatives
in
your body comes when you times that because the deci
Downer
seeking
your
input
on
choose whether or not to have sion to terminate a pregnancy
these two issues: the possible
sex. (Think about that too.) involves so many questions,
establishing of a co-op on cam
That is the big“choice.” People the person considering abor
pus and the potential provi
(men and women) need to tion should “be knowledgeable
sion of chemical-free living ar
make that choice responsibly. about., .both sides of the argueas. Wouldyouconsiderliving
If you aren ’t responsible mentand,basedon that, make
and eating in an on-campus co
enough to deal with the re a personal decision.”
op?
Should we continue to of
sults of your actions, maybe
I would like to call atten
fer
smoke-free
floors? Should
you should be more respon tion to the fact that in the US
we
offer
alcohol
and drug-free
sible when you choose to act. today, the freedom of making
floors
also?
Be
sure
to respond
I just think that this whole that personal decision may
promptly
to
any
question
abortion thinghas gotten way soon be removed, and only
naires.
those “deciding” that abortion
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Macs! More Macs!
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Editorial Shorts

hy M ike W<*mU

This past week saw the an
nual Dear-students-we-haveto-rai se-the-tuition letter.
Those extra dollars that we
will have to come up with the
letter says, are “ to maintain
the quality of education that
encouraged you to choose I*iwrence as your college.” Main
taining a quality education
includes more hooks for the
library, raises for the faculty
and staff, etc..., etc..., etc....
All of these are both valid and
important causes. There is
one area, however, that is be
ing terribly neglected: com
puters.
In recent years computers
have seen an ever increasing
role in our lifestyles. This is
especially true for college stu
dents. It is not ju st the deni
zens of'Sci Hall that who use
computers. Computers, in
fact, are used by nearly all of
the students on this campus,
prim arily for w riting papers.
Imagine attending college
fifteen years ago. Imagine
typing a twenty-page term
paper on a typewriter. The
very thought would make
many most students shudder.

The fact is, most of the stu
Phone follies
dents at Lawrence rely on the
Why does it take so long for
Macintoshes for typing their
the
University to printthe stu
papers
The problem is, consider dent directories each term?
ing the ever-growing use of The term is half over and we
computers, there simply are are first getting our directo
not enough Macintoshes on ries now.
Granted, we can alwayscall
this campus. The 1991-92
Course Catalog states that the new automated operator.
there are approximately “ 100 This, however, assumes that
terminals and micro comput it knows what your friends’
ers for student access.” A t last numbers are. If it does not
count, only slightly more than know it merely says in its
30 of those are Macs available monotone female voice “ Hold
for student use. Assuming please,” and then proceeds to
1250 students, this allows one start the whole maddening
Mac for approximately every process over.
This also brings to mind
40 students. You are more
likely to find a professor than other gripes with the voice
you are an unused Mac. And mail system. It does not con
sistently pick up afler a given
Macs are cheaper.
A couple of months ago the number of rings and occasion
Milwaukee Journal did a se ally picks up before some st u
ries of reports on each of the dents’ answering machines.
colleges in the UW system. There have even been some
They reported that the Uni instances where it has picked
versi ty of Wi sconsin at up even before the phone rings.
Stevens Point has approxi It also seems to interrupt with
mately 1500 computers for the call-waiting feature occa
student use. They have a to sionally.
Students really need to be
tal enrollment of less than
9000 students. This gives given the option of whether or
them a student-to-computer not they want voice mail. The
Macs cont. on p. 12;

real ironic part ofthe story is
that while students are forced
to take it, the Lawrentian of
fice can’t get it without paying
a fee.

Ask not for whom the
clcxik chim es
The grandfather clock in the
periodical section ofthe Mudd
never chimes anymore. What
is wrong with it? If it is broken
it should really be fixed. It is
a true treasure that we inher
ited from Milwaukee-Downer
College.
•Just for the record, the edi
tor of this page asked about
the condition of the clock us
ing the “Ask LUCIA” feature
ofthe new computerized card
catalog. It turns out that
LUCIA has an attitude. She
responded (for all to see on the
library kiosk; with some quip
about machines having minds
of their own. Wonder what
the library does with ques
tions they can’t answer with
snappy one-liners?
The great fruit caper
It seems that Downer no

longer offers whole fru it at
lunch and dinner anymore.
Word has it that the Downer
upperechelon hasdecided that
students are walking out with
more than their allowed one
piece of fruit. This certainly
is not the case for all students.
Even if a large number of stu
dents are bending the rules,
so what? Considering that
there are no grocery stores
within short walking distance
of campus and the meager of
ferings of the Union Station,
it should come as no surprise
that some students are pock
eting a few extra oranges.
The whole issue of students
taking food out of Downer is
really absurd anyway. What
is the big deal if we take out a
couple of cookies or a bagel
from breakfast? Nine times
out of ten it is something you
have already taken and w ill
be thrown out if you don’t take
it with you. The few dollars
lost if this were allowed could
probably be easily made up
from those of us on the 15
meal plus G rill credit plan.

In Search o f Voice Mail
By Rojjpr D u n c a n

Hello, you’ve reached the
Defense Service of Lawrence
University Voice Mail and The
Lawrentian. I f you wish to
hear the current defense of
Voice Mail, press one. If, in
stead, you would prefer to hear
the latest in Law rentian hor
ror stories, press any other
number. Press ‘pound’ at any
time to hear the concluding
argument (tip of the hat to
columnist Dave Barry).
In response to Lawrence
Indicus of last issue - I dis
agree. The Voice Mail system
provides far more, even for
those calling from off campus,
than did the previous one.
Granted, if your mother, Mrs.
DeQuincy, who is now at a pay
phone in Bora Bora, wants to
leave eight long messages for
you and does not have your
number, there is a problem.
However, despite that fre
quently occurring situation,
the recently installed Voice
Mail system has much to of
fer. The Boxes require the
same degree of assembly and
care as the average snap-to
gether model and the auto
mated attendant sounds like
my wonderful Aunt Wendy
(Tip to Dave B. again). In ad
dition, the system has a builtin security system which pre-

vents your “ friends” from
messing with your box. Last
year a tth istim e I did nothave
an answering machine and,
due to my financial woes, had
no pianstobuy one in the next
four years. I find the Voice
Mail Boxes very useful. All
are accessible day and night
from any touch tone phone
and nearly every personal
line on campus is equipped
with a depository for at least
seven, twenty-second mes
sages. Isn’t the administra
tion nice? They hooked up the
entire campus to an answer
ing machine.
The latest horror story of
The Lawrentian involves Voice
Mail, and the administration.
The L aw rentian, a student
managed newspaper, publish
ing once every two weeks, cov
ering a campus of approxi
mately 1,250 students, corre
sponding frequently with ad
vertisers who will eventually
stop calling in this age of phone
tag, when asking for it. was
forced to pay for Voice Mail.
The little-known and unfortu
nate detai 1ofthe matter wh ich
we all would love to neglect is
that,“nothingisfree” as Linda
Barkin of the Business Office
said. Everybody who now has
Voice Mail paid for it either

t hrough t hei r room fees
(which, as you recall, rose sig
ni f i cant l y thi s year), or
through their departments
intram urally. There are no
organ ization s on campus
which presently have a Voice
Mail Box. An organization
must approve the dispersal of
its funds in order to pay for
the box. Stop me if I’m wrong,
but do any of you remember
sign ing any sort of release form
saying anything to the effect
o f‘put a Voice Mail Box on my
phone and I’ll pay for it, thank
you very much.* I can’t remem
ber myself. After two months
ofVoice Mail services, the fac
ulty and staff were asked if
they wished to remain con
nected to the system. Only six
replied ‘no’. This is a small
percentage, but I believe it
would be larger if faculty and
staff had to pay the Voice Mail
Box rent out of their pockets
as students do. Students were
not asked to be hooked up to
the system, nor were they
asked if they wanted to con
tinue paying for it. But, The
Law rentian, an organization
desperately needing the sys
tem. had to go in search of it.
As of now, there is still no
answering machine at The
(Voice M a il cont. on p. 12)

Freshman Violinist Angela Scalise in one o f the
Conservatory's new practice nx)ms
(Photo by Roger DuncanJ
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Pre-M ed Students
A dvised
By Cameron Mowbray

Military Transport
Crashes; Kills 16
A C-130 military trans
port plane flown by mem
bers of Kentucky’s Air Na
tional Guard crashed in to an
Evansville, Indiana motel
and restaurant last Thurs
day. Sixteen people were
killed including all five crew
members. Nineteen others
were injured.
The air guardsmen were
on a pilot proficiency train
ing mission. They had been
practicing “touch-and-go”
landings at the Evansville
Regional Airport which is
about a mile from the res
taurant and motel. The crash
sprayed burning fuel ignit
ing flames 60 feet into the
air. The cause ofthe crash is
unknown and is being inves
tigated by a team from Scott
Air Force Base in Belleville,
Illinois.
Baltics Want Soviet
Troops Out
Although the U.S.S.R. has
disappeared into the history
books, its army is still an
annoying reality to the inde
pendent Baltic states. Bal
tic leaders appealed to Vice
President Quayle on Thurs
day for U.S. help in getting
more than 130,000 former
Soviet troops out of their
countries. Estonian Prime
Minister claimed that “the
independence of no country
can be real and lasting if

foreign troops remain on its
territory.”
Vice President Quayle de
livered tens of thousands of
pounds in medical aid and
promised $18 million more in
U.S. assistance. He has been
the highest-ranking U.S. offi
cial to visit the Baltics since
they achieved their indepen-.
dence in September. Quayle
says that the U.S. supports a
total troop withdrawal from
the Baltics, but that the issue
will have to be solved through
negotiations between the
Baltics and Russia.
Democratic Presidential
Hopefuls Bash Bush
Health Care
As soon as President Bush
announced a possible health
care plan on Thursday in a
Cleveland visit, the Demo
cratic presidential candidates
s ta rte d
an
alm ost
orchestrated attack on it.
Senator Bob Kerrey of Ne
braska called it “medical Dar
winism—survival of the rich
once more.* Bill Clinton, Gov
ernor of Arkansas, chimed in
saying that “if George Bush
understood the pain of Ameri
can families as well as he un
derstands polling data, we
would have had a plan years
ago.” Senator Tom Harkin of
Iowa brought up a phrase of
ten used by the Republicans
a g a in st th e D em ocrats.
Harkin said it would just be
“throwing some money” at a

much deeper problem.
The heart of the five-year
proposal would be to give tax
credits and deductions to
help 95 million Americans
buy medical insurance. The
program would be financed
in part from savings by cap
ping the rising cost of Medi. Caid and Medicare. The to
tal cost of the health care
plan is about $100 billion as
of now. The debate over this
new proposal and the budget
should provide both parties
ample material for campaign
commercial spots.
Arkansas’s Bill Clinton:
Draft Dodger?
If being accused ofinfidelity wasn’t enough, this week
the Wall Street Journal re
ported th a t Democratic
Presidential candidate, Gov
ernor Bill Clinton of Arkan
sas, avoided being called up
for the draft during two cru
cial months in 1969. The
Journal stated that Clinton
avoided the draft by signing
up for a reserve officer train
ing program which he never
joined.
Clinton admitted that he
was granted a four-year de
ferment when he agreed to
join ROTC but then he put
himself back into the draft
pool. A new lottery system
was devised after Clinton
changed his draft status and
Clinton’s number was never
called.

On Thursday, January 30th addition to many hours of clini
several Lawrentiansgathered cal experience.
for a premedical forum at the
The biology professors at
seminar room in the Rec Cen Lawrence would like the stu
ter. John W. McConnell, Pro dents to be aware of the Pre
fessor of Medicine and Chair medical Advisory Committee
man of the Admissions Com here. At the forum, Profes
mittee at the University of sors Perreault and Maravolo
Minnesota Medical School, encouraged students to estab
came to answer questions and lish themselves with the biol
to give advice to medical school ogy staff and to get to know
hopefuls.
the professors. That way, the
McConnell spoke about the professors can help med school
shortage of primary care phy hopefuls develop a muchsicians in society and encour needed strategy for getting
aged students to explore that into med school. There are a
field. He claims, from per wealth of programs available
sonal experience, that operat for Lawrence students to help
ing a family practice is a very prepare them for medical
rewardingjob. So many fami school. Examples are the
lies count on their doctors and E ngstrom program , the
respect them, so that the doc Mielke program, the Kasel
tors become a part of the fami T rust, and undergraduate
lies for which they care.
preceptorships. Most of these
McConnell advised s tu  programs only apply to jun
dents who plan to go to medi iors. Students should also be
cal school to take a variety of aware of the medical school
courses while they have the information available on per
chance. Medical school sup manent reserve in the library.
plies an overkill of science
The important thing to re
classes. Often students have member in preparingfor medi
three times the credit hours in cal school is to get involved.

A ttention Students, Staff and faculty
Income Tax Preparer has office just two doors west of
Colman Hall! Tax Preparer since 1984.
ELECTRONIC FILING.
(Was Lawrence employee from 1984 to 1991 in Conser
vatory Office and in Payroll)
Leave It For Marilyn
Marilyn D. Beyer
221 E. Lawrence Street
Appleton WI 54911
(414) 733-5474

N esbitt A ttacks N egative
Trends
By Katrina Mile*

Racism is the mainstream
of American history.
The more liberal we as a
people become, the more con
servative the powers that be
are. Prexy Nesbitt, senior
consultant for the Mozamique
government, and coordinator
on the emphasis for the cul
tural diversity program in
affiliation with Urban Stud
ies, recently gave a lecture
entitled “David Duke and the
Rise of Global Racism.”
“My lecture should be titled
TJ.S. democracy in the age of
Ronald Reagan, George Bush,
David Duke and Clarence
Thom as’,” began Prexy
Nesbitt.
Nesbitt said the signifi
cance of Duke’s candidacy in
the U.S. is much deeper than
it appears. Not only should
we see Duke the individual,
Duke the Klansman, or even

Duke the leader of the Nazi
party. “We should see Duke as
the culmination ofthe outcome
of what I will suggest is 12
years of Reagan ism and Bush
whacking,” said Nesbitt.
There has been a 75% in
crease in racial and anti-se
mantic, homophobic violence
since 1988. It is historically
proven that in times of eco
nomic depression there is an
increase in violence, especially
among the less fortunate.
There is also a significant
rise in the amount of violence
against women in this coun
try. Nesbitt said that this was
especially prevalent on college
campuses’ where the adminis
tration would put it aside with
the simple adage th at “boys
will be boys.”
It’s a way of saying that it’s
all antics. “For example the
University of Wisconsin inci

dent where a group of boys
[white] painted their faces
with black paint and ran
across campus like Sambos,”
says Nesbitt. “Or the fact that
Carleton College is being sued
for a rape where one of the
admistrators said that boys
will be boys.”
Nesbitt said of the admin
istration versus the student
body, “So many campuses’
across this country are not
representative of the student
body. They are usually white
men, often 45 years or olderand not sensitive to the needs
of women, people of color, and
people with different sexual
preferences.”
The things that we are talk
ing about today are not sim
ply boys being boys. It is the
adm inistration on college
campuses’ across the country
as well as the government

changing its views on issues of
many levels.
“The history of our time is
studded with unreported ho
lo cau st,” says Dr. Eqbal
Ahmad, ofHampshire College
in Mass. of his new book, Be
yond the Storm: A Gulf Crisis
Reader.
Nesbitt said that racism,
like a chameleon, can change
colors and its form. We sit for
a long time and talk about
racism, the bigotry of power,
and look to the very source for
answers. “ The U.S. is becom
ing more like the South Afri
can leadership,” says Nesbitt.
“ It systematically condones
and encourages things like the
Willie Horton Act- overt and
subvert racism.”
Racism often comes in coded
words, Nesbitt stated. Terms
like Willie Horton, underclass,
inner city, affirmative action,

and reverse discrimination.”
They [racists] are no longer as
blunt as they used to be. They
no longer use terms like nigger
or spic- now it’s the underclass
or welfare bums,” says Nesbitt.
“And when they think of these
terms-they usually think of
blacks, la tin o s, in d ia n s,
asians, and hispanics.”
Nesbitt stated that it’s a
racism th a t can be talked
about in terms of the preser
vation of the hum an race,
when in fact it is the same old
oppression.
In order for there to be some
improvementin theconditions
that we exist in today, we must
dispense with the jokes and
the stereotypes because if we
don’t- then the cycle goes on.
Says Nesbitt, “The source for
these unreported holocausts
more and more in my view is
racism.”
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Member of British
Parliament to Speak at Lawrence

A m erican G enerations
On Thursday, January 30,
Professor John P. Demos gave
an enlighteningconvocational
address on one word: Genera
tions. His lecture, entitled “In
the Shadow of the Founders:
The Meaning, and Signifi
cance, of ‘G enerations’ in
American History,” dealt with
not only the meaning of “gen
erations” but with the cyclical
process in which thepassingof
one generation brings forth a
new group of people who must
deal with the impressions left
by their forefathers.
According to Demos, the
original settlers ofAmerica had
a very vague definition of“generation.” They referred to gen
eration in terms of “my gen
eration” which included their
children, posterity, and/or con
temporaries. A generation was
a certain period in time which
allowed the old time enough to
teach the young all they would
need to know for the next era.
Demos used the biblical phrase
from Ecclesiastes to empha
size this idea of initiation, in
(Tim Troy cont. from p. 1)
good case for a third person.
There are other departments
that can make strong cases
for additional faculty.”
Theatre major Jennie Fauls
believes its a shame to waste
good facilities if the depart
ment is reduced to two people.
She believes students will
have to take more upon them
selves nextyear such as reor

struction, and inheritance by
the old to the young: “One
generation passeth away, and
another generation cometh:
but the earth abideth forever.”
The ideas of old is better than
new, and respect for your el
ders; however, were the ideal
versions of what the genera
tion gap relationship should
be. Understanding that “the
ideal” is never that easy to
apply, Demos broughtto light
the dynamic process of the
generation cycle.
The first generation of
Americans broke from the
mold of the “Old World” in an
attempt to create the “city ’
upon the hill.” This genera
tion depended on the next to
emulate their extraordinary
process which they started.
This was not to be. The sec
ond generation was rebuked
by the founders as a “genera
tion of vipers” who ignored
their teachings. Yet, when
the colonies came in conflict
with “mother Britain” they
“rebuked the English Mother”

and “absorbed the past found
ing fathers which they broke
from before.” The “sons of
liberty” became the “founding
father^” and provided new
sons to the process. With a
touch of light humor, Demos
quoted baseball great Yogi
Berra: it was “Deja vou all
over again.” And the process
continued. Thistime,thesons
looked up to the past genera
tion and attem pted to re
semble the past. Through a
Civil War, two World Wars,
Korea and Vietnam, the sons
and now daughters sometimes
failed and sometimes sur
passed the standard set by the
previous generations. De
pending on how one saw it,
Demos closed by giving words
of warning and/or challenge.
“You may have to be a found
ing generation in your own
right.”
John P. Demos is the
Samuel Knight Professor of
American History a t Yale
University and a visiting Phi
Beta Kappa Scholar.
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Diane Abbott, Member of
Parliament, will address “Let
Freedom Ring: A Global Per
spective,” at 11:10 a.m. Tues
day, Feb. 18, in the Lawrence
Chapel.
Abbott was elected to the
British Parliamentat the rela
tively young age of 33. She
was the first black woman ever
elected to Parliament, one of
only 42 women M.P.s out of a
total of650 parliamentarians.
Her election made history and
received media atten tio n
world-wide.
An expert on B rita in ’s
economy and minority issues,
ganizing a Lawrence Theatre ments would also like another Abbott is particularly con
Club.
faculty member or more funds, cerned about the plight of the
Jennie also believes the remember a liberal arts edu poor and minorities. As a
administration is not inter cation includes the perform member of the Treasury Se
ested in the theater depart ing arts as well as the hu lect Committee of the House
ment. This lack of support manities or sciences. Tim Troy of Commons, she has traveled
has been sensed by other stu believes theatre is a very im as part of an official Parlia
dents such as Andy Jenrich portant part of a liberal arts mentary delegation to East
ern Europe and America. She
who is “angry at the non-rec education.
has
also taken part in hear
ognition.”
ings
on Third World debt and
Although other d ep art

ACTION SPORTS
Umbro
Wind-Suits
Darts
String Rackets

1 B r i t a i n ’s
economy, fre
quently ap 
pearing on
British and
international
media on this
and o th er
subjects.
Abbott
g ra d u a te d
with an hon
ors degree in
history from
Ca m b rid g e
University, England. She has
had a noteworthy career in
administration and journal
ism. While with the National
Council for Civil Liberties, she
was the national relations of
ficer and played a leading role
in civil rights campaigning.
Among her achievements in
the world ofthe media was the
organization of the first Black
Media Workers Organization
in Britain. She also produced
the first-ever directory ofblack
journalists.
A bbott worked as a
grassroots activ ist in the
Labour Party for many years
and was a city councillor from
1982-86. She gained national
political prominence as a par
ticipant in the formation of
the National Black Members
Caucus in the Labour Party.
The free convocation is open
to the public. Aquestion-andanswer session is set from 2-3
p.m. in room 109 of Main Hall.

TIE DYES
14 BUCKS
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We are here and we appreciate your
business

Right downtown on College Avenue

409 W. College Avenue
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I n T h e L a w r e n t ia n
By Mike Wrmlt

75 years ago - A resident of Lawrence will be published next
Appleton is dismayed to find fall.
- It is decided that a speech to
that a Lawrence student who
recently contracted smallpox be given at Lawrence by the
has been quarantined in her headofthe American Nazi party
house while she was out of town. will be open to Lawrence stu
-The proposed Plantz-Naylor dents, faculty and staff. The
chapel hasbeen given thegreen Appleton Policedepartmentwill
li^'ht afler the college received, be responsible for security dur
pending an equal contribution ing the speech.
- The new food service center,
by thecityofAppleton,$62,500
Jason
Downer Commons, is
from an anonymous Appleton
scheduled
to open approxi
man. The faculty has already
given $8000 toward the cause. mately two years from now.
10 years ago - The Physical
50years ago-The Red Cross
is collecting books on campus Plant and the Office of Campus
this week for soldiers overseas. Life has ordered the Betas to
- As part of the war effort, close thei r k itchen for the rest of
Lawrence administrators con winter term due to unsanitary
sider requiring male students conditions. The Betas have also
to do calisthenics to keep them been warned that if the general
condition of their house does
fit.
25 years ago - A book of not improve drastically, it too
student opinions evaluating will be locked up.
both courses and professors at
(Recycle cont. from p. 1)
soiled with food, dirt, etc. is
not recyclable. 2. Any type of
carbon copy, including sales
receipts, are not recyclable.
Pizza boxes and raisin boxes
are not recyclable. 3. The
covers to glass and plastic
bottles are not recyclable. 4.
Tin cans are not recycled by
us. 5. Plastics with any num
ber other than 1 or 2 on the
bottom are not recycled by us.
6. Deodorant bottles are not
recyclable. 7. Gum is not
recycled. 8. Any food left in
plastic and glass containers is
not recycled. 9. Please rinse
food and beverage containers
out before placing in a recy
cling box. We enjoy food dona
tions but, unfortunately, we
will not accept them (even if

you peel the orange for us).
10. Cigarette butts are not
recyclable even if they are
placed in a bottle which is still
half full of beer. 11. And
please keep your condoms to
yourself.
Many odd things are found
in recycling boxes throughout
the campus. It is sad to have
to throw away th ings that were
suitable forrecyclingbut were
ruined by carelessness. The
only thing I really ask of my
fellow Lawrentians is that
they be aware of what they
are putting in our recycling
boxes. Helping improve our
planet for ourselves and the
generations to come starts
right here with us.
For anyone interested in

A rtist Alonzo Davis fashions Dental Hygiene exhibit in am pitheatre.
(Photo by Roger Duncan)

ov.

T h e A ll-N e w L awrentian T o p T en L ist

Top Ten Reasons the Senior Class Dinner
was cancelled:"
doing more than p u ttin g
recyclables properly into re
cycling boxes, Saturdays will
be Volunteer Recycling Day.
From 1 o’clock until 4 o’clock
the garage of the Waples
House will be open for stu
dents to come as they wish
and help sort glass (by color),
some paper, plastic, and alu
minum cans. This is a great
opportunity for people who
need to do volunteer hours.
The Waples House is by City
Park on Union Street. The
garage is just around the cor
ner off of Franklin Street. If
Saturday afternoons are not a
good time for you, call me at
x7412 or Chris at x7702 to
arrange a time that would
work for you.

10. Menu too eurocentric.
9. Physical Plant needed more-advanced turf holdpokers.
8. Renegade food service employee threw away
oatflake bake recipe.
7. Trustees' alzheimer's medication allotments
tripled.
6. "How to be a Loyal and Generous Alum" video
judged a better investment.
5. Donation made to new downtown recovery plan
because this timeit'll really work.
4. Out-of-control class spirit resulting from fresh
man class coffee cups needed to be checked.
3. "Ah, what are those students gonna do about it
anyways?"
2. Post-meal activities excited Rik just a little too
much.
1. "Let them eat cake!"

Can 1-800-FINDS NU for a catak^ today
Northwestern University Summer Session 92
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Food For T hought
by Scott Fuller

snow on top of the mountain.
After a while their food ran
out and they got real hungry
and then th ey ........... I hope
you remember the rest. Any
way, they stayed alive by some
real extreme handing off of
rations. CHOMP CHOMP
And the next name on the
list is a real celebrity right
mane people rnovingto Cali now—Dahmer. Dahmer! I
fornia to make a new life. won’t even get into it; if I
America, God bless it, ev started I’d write my whole arm
eryone! These happy, hun off.
Both names have started
gry people were know as the
Donner Party. Well, remem with D. I think I’m beginning
ber what happened to them to see a pattern here: the third
in the winter? They got logically also starts with D.
stuck in a little snow storm What could it be?
and had to stay put in the
Just for fun let’s put some
names together.
Next, think back to high
school history class. In the
rocky mountains,duringthe
West ward movement of
America, there was a group,
a party heading West over
the Rocky Mountains. Beau
tiful wagons and kind, hu

The equation is a bit too
scary to put into print:
D onner
+ D ahm er
=Doahnmer
“Doahnmer”soundsjusta
bit too much like D ow ner
for its own good. Makes you
wonder what is meant by
Joe in Sloppy joe! And what
year Beef played on the foot
ball team etc., etc., etc.
It really makes you won
der. Maybe, however, get
ting involved would not be
such a good idea: Chicken
cor don Barb, Hot Dan, Spag h etti with M att balls,
Handburger, Chop Susan,
corn on the Rob, Scott pota
toes!

Hexiology: Good Vibrations
How do you feel? How do
you really feel? This question
isn’t meant to evoke a “taperecorder” response, the way
“How are you?” is usually in
tended. Just stop for a mo
ment and consider how you
are really feeling—spiritually,
emouonauy, ana pnysicauy.
Therein lies the basis of per
sonal wellness, an approach
to living which is gaining fa
vor throughout the country in
local communities, business
organizations, schools.. . and
even here at Lawrence.
Wellness involves six dimen
sions; social development, in
tellectual development, physi
cal development, emotional
development, occupational de
velopment, and spiritual de
velopm ent.
High-level
wellness involves two basic
principles. First, each indi
vidual is responsible for his or
her own health and well-be
ing. This idea seems so funda
mental th at it i s rarely con sidered by most of us in a mean
ingful way. The second prin
ciple holds th at each indi
vidual is unique, and must
work to find out what works in
his or her own life.
W hat is wellness, then?
According to the Wellness
C ounseling C enter, an
Appleton-based firm, wellness
represents more than the ab
sence of disease or the cessa
tion of symptoms of ill health.
It is embodied in a positive
state of mind as well as a way
of living. “Wellness essen
tially is designing your
lifestyle to maximise physi
cal, mental, emotional, and
spiritual health. It is evi
denced by harmony among
body, mind, emotions and
spirit, and harmony with other

persons and with our physical
environment” (WCC handout
on “Principles of High-Level
Wellness”, p. 2). Wellness fo
cuses on how and what we eat;
how we make use of our bod
ies; how we relax; how we ex
press ourselves, manage our
emotions, our tensions, our
relationships, and our think
ing. It reflects a dynamic state
of self-assessment and reflec
tion, of considering options,
making decisions, and main
taining or returning to bal
ance.
For over two years, an ad
hoc collection of Lawrentians
dubbing them selves the
“Wellness Committee” has
been meeting monthly. With
the self-appointed purpose of
calling to the attention of fel
low Lawrentians the impor
tance of personal wellness, the
committee has sponsored
stress-reduction workshops,
self-defense seminars, nutri
tion month activities, and the
annual Wellnessfests which
have attracted the attention
of hundreds of students, fac
ulty and staff. The committee
has worked with the Rec Cen
ter to offer activities, Grill and
Food Service to offer healthy
meal alternatives, the CounselingCenter to address group
concerns, the Health Center,
and the Dean of Students Of
fice. In addition, they have
identified various publications
on wellness-related topics and
have helped to locate them
around campus for the infor
mation and enjoyment of the
community.
This column marks a new
committee initiative. Each
issue will feature information
on some aspect of wellness.
According to Webster’s new

by Paul Schrode

20th century unabridged dic
tionary, hexiology is the sci
ence dealing with the relation
of living beings to their envi
ronment. The six development
dimensions each relate to the
interaction of an individual
with his or her environment,
aociai development encour
ages contributing to one’s hu
man and physical environ
ment to the common welfare
of the community. Intellec
tual development encourages
creative, stimulating mental
exercise with the intent to
stimulate personal growth as
well as to enhance the intel
lectual community for others.
Physical development encour
ages cardiovascular flexibil
ity and strength as well as
regular physical and recre
ative activity. It includes is
sues of nutrition, knowledge
about food, safety, and dis
courages the abuse of drugs,
alcohol, tobacco, and other
substances which place one’s
health at risk. Emotional de
velopment emphasizes an
awareness and acceptance of
one’s own feelings, the ability
to manage those feelings, and
the ability to understand and
respect the feelings of others.
Occupational development
involves preparing for work
which provides personal sat
isfaction and personal enrich
ment. Spiritual development
involves seekingmeaningand
purpose in life. It includes the
development of a deep appre
ciation for the expanse and
depth of life and the natural
forces which shape our exist
ence. The integration of these
elements into a single way of
living can be a powerful way
of mastering one’s life. It can
(Hexiology cont. on p. 12)
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B anana Jr.
by Dave P eltier
What’s the future of student computing on campus?
Allow me to indulge in a little bit of speculation on the
subject. These are my near-future predictions, not
wild fantasies about the year 2020. I base these on
what I hear and see progressive colleges doing and on
what the technology trends are.
Right now there are three ways on campus to write
your paper, plot a graph, or to do whatever is required
for papers and labs and such. You can a) use the Macs
and PC’s scattered about campus, b) use a computer or
typewriter in your room, or c) use the VAX.
Now, you may tell me that typewriters are out of
style; to that I just say wait until you need it for grad
school, med school, or job applications. And although
it’s convenient to use your own computer, wouldn’t it
be nice to be able to laser print from there as well? Tell
me the VAX is archaic and I will stop typing right now
(yes, I actually wrote a paper on the VAX lastyear, and
this article began there as well). But read on. More
about the VAX comes later.
The majority of you take advantage of the “Macin
tosh computers in every residence hall” feature the
Admissions Office is so proud of. It usually isn’t until
the New Student Packet appears th at they tell you
that buying software for those Macs, or most other
computers on campus for that matter, is your respon
sibility. The exceptions, of course, are the labs oper
ated by certain departments.
But now there’s the Main Hall AT&T PC Lab. This
lab, and modified versions of it (not necessarily just
PCs), is what I see as part of the future of Lawrence
computing. What’s special about the Main Hall Lab?
It’s networked. Each PC is networked to a dedicated
PC called a “server,” whose sole duty is to provide
software and laser printing. This gives uniform soft
ware and printing capabilities to everyone who is on
the network. Granted, a similar version currently
exists in Y64, but technically those computers are for
access to the laser printer only.
At some point all of the computers, including the
ones in the residence hall computer lounges, will
become part of the campus network. Here’s where the
VAX comes back into the picture. If you connect a Mac
or a PC to the campus network, it is possible to serve
software and laser printing to them from the VAX.
Although it might be hard to imagine the VAX talking
to a PC or a Mac, it’s a very efficient way to provide
many services. This would almost eliminate the need
for you to either copy or buy software to use while you
are at Lawrence. It would become another “perk” (like
the Rec Center).
There will also come a day when those data jacks in
your room will be connected, and you will be able to use
the computer in your room to print your paper from
your lazyboy recliner. Or better yet, to mail the paper
to your professor. Or instead of campus mail, send
things out directly to everyone’s computer. And you
thought Voice Mail was great? Well, maybe not that
great...
These things are in the near future of Lawrence.
Maybe, someday, you might even read the Lawrentian
in your room ... who knows?

Jan Talbot to
V isit Law rence
Jan Talbot, Education
Coordinator with Fox Val
ley AIDS Project, will
p resen t a program on
sexually transmitted dis
eases (STD). In her infor
mal presentation style,
she will define the various
types of diseases, includ

ing symptoms, and will be
available to answer ques
tions.
P le a s e jo in us on
W ednesday, F eb u ary 12,
a t 7:00 p.m. in R iverview
L ounge to le a rn m ore
ab o u t STDs.
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Sigma Alpha lota Sponsors Lawrence
Conservatory Guest Recital
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Tropos. Lawrence University’s creative writing magazine,
will host a poetry reading on Thursday February 20th in the
Coffeehouse. Anyone who wants to may read their own poetry
or that of their favorite poets. Refreshments may or may not
be served.
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Sigma Alpha Iota, the
Nancy Stowe is assistant to
women’s music fraternity, will the dean and lecturer in mu
sponsor a guest recital Sun sic at the Lawrence Conserva
day, Feb. 16, at 8 p.m. in tory. She has appeared in re
Harper Hall of the Music- citals, oratorios, and opera
Drama Center at Lawrence performances in Appleton and
throughout the state. She is
University.
Performers include soprano also well-known as a soloist in
Rhonda Cundy, contralto area churches. She and Cundy
Nancy Stowe, and pianists will perform duets by Peter,
Susan Neebel and Robert Be B ritten, Purcell, Brahm s,
Mozart, Rossi, and Rossini.
low.
Professional singer and
Additional performers in
stage director Rhonda Cundy clude Susan Neebel, accorft-i
has performed extensively in panist for the White Heron
America, France, and Ger Chorale, and Robert Below,
many in both concert and op professor of music at the Law
era. Most recently she staged rence Conservatory. Below is
Hansel andGretel for the Fox both a pianist and composer.
Valley Symphony. Cundy Cundy will join Below to per
maintains a private voice stu form several of his songs on
dio in Appleton, teaches part- Sunday’s recital.
time at St. Norbert College,
The public is invited to at
and leads the Opera Outings tend the performance free of
program for the Lawrence charge.
University Arts Academy.

Renowned Guitarist Plays Coffeehouse
On Sunday, February 16th,
animated singer/songwriter/
entertainer Mike Rayburn will
take the stage in the Coffee
house at 9:30 p.m. (50 cents for
students/1 dollar for non-stu
dents). Mike blends comedy,
music and his guitar craftwork
(supported with a B.A. in clas
sical guitar) to delight campus

try music (flat picking “The
audiences across the nation.
Devil
Went Down to Georgia”
Though he is from Nashville
with
amazing
speed), comedy
and one of his originals is en
titled “I Love Her, She Hates (for those of you who have not
Me, I Drink,” Mike Rayburn is heard “The Scotsman”enough),
not a country singer. Instead, a wealth of original songs, and
he is a multi-talented per a songwriting ability that has
former who draws from his clas been featured by prominent
sical training (playing a cover artists to thoroughly entertain.
NEXT WEEK: On Sunday,
of J.S. Bach’s “Bouree”), coun

February 23rd at 9:30 p.m.,
Coffeehouse, with the help of
the Black Organization of Stu
dents, will present their fourth
annual Celebration of Black
History Month. This evening
will feature poetry and writ
ings of both students and au
thors.

Plaza
BARBER SHOP
103 West College Ave.
Appleton, WI
across from
the Avenue Mall
♦Hair Cutting
*Hair Styling
with or
without appointment
734-6300
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Ann Carlson Performs
at the Cloak Theatre
New York choreographic
artist Carlson will present
an informal production of
her solo work “Blanket,” at
8 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 15 in
Cloak Theatre on the Law
rence University Campus.
“Blanket” premiered in
June 1990. Commissioned
by the American Dance Fes
tival, the piece was created
in collaboration with com
poser Andy Kirshner. “Blan
ket” looks at the effects of
time, personal development
from infancyjto adulthood,
and the influence ofhistorical events on an individual
life.

Lawrence students will also
perform Carlson's dance piece,
“Flag.”
Carlson's blend of move
ments, vocals, sound, and vis
ual elements has brought a
strong new voice to the dance
and performance world. The
Twin Cities Star Tribune savs
her “images are hilarious yet
poignant, pictures ofcomplexi
ties of growing and living.”
Carlson’s works have been
commissioned by a natural
Endowment of the Arts Inter
Arts Grant, the Massachusetts
Council on the Arts, and Maine
Arts, Inc.
Among her other works

Carlson has staged “Hydrogen
Jukebox,” an opera by composer
Phillip Glass with libretto by
Allen Ginsberg. She is currently
working on “White,” a new se
ries of performance dance works
thatexplore the impactofAmeri
can popular culture on experi
ences of love.
A question-and-answer ses
sion will follow the perfor
mances.
Tickets are $7 for adults, $4.50
for seniors and students, avail
able at the Lawrence University
box office, Brokaw Hall, 115 S.
t)rew St., 832-6749, open Mon
day through Saturday.

“PANTSHAT”

Weekly Crossword

by A n drew R obbins
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Solution to "Scrambling Quarterbacks"

(answers to the crossword puzzle of the January 28th issue)

By Gerry Frey
1991 All rights reserved GFR Associates
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

ACROSS
Layers
1
2
3
4
Roman love
■
14
Notoriety
■
17
IS
Woodwind
Sweetheart
20
Dollar bill
Lawyer
Mr. Preminger
State of boredom
Ascots
Parents orgs.
R.R. depots
Computer arith./loglc
unit:abbrev.
30 Cleopatras for short:
Variation
54 55 56
32 Gamenmbrs.
82
36 Hired Help
“
38 Simon’s friend
M
39 Band instrument
67
88
40 Supermarket
70
42 Hanker
43 Rubs out
7 Kiln
45 Archer's Goal
8 Time out at school
47 Raves companion
9 Build
48 Slowly in music
10 Treads
49 Sons of Amer. Revolution
11 Against
50 Superman, eg
12 Deal out
52 Nicholas or Peter
13 Cupid
54 One In A Crowd
18 Thumb a ride
58 Lukewarm
22 Ancient kingdom of India
62 Ancient city of Arcadia
24 "Amo, amas I love___ "
63 Tongue & Brain Combo
.John O'Keefe
66 Take care of
25 Dispatched
67 Mr. Shaw
27 Subsequent
68 Word with White or Fire
28 Girt of song
69 Tennis terms
29 City
70 Teachers’ degrees
31 Sun dried brick
71 Poets words
33 Friends in Paris
DOWN
34 Ms. Tucker: Singer
Domicile
35 Scoff
Black
37 Newspaper nameplates
Person,place or thing
38 Skins
Glass, ice & mixer
41 Smallest of the litter
High mountain
44 Donkey in Munich
Miss Piggy's word
46 Unwilling

rr
r

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
26
27

94

11

12

13

56

!

48
51
53
54
55
56
57
59
60
61
64
65

Deadbeats
Restored building
Della or Pee Wee
Mr. Waller
Away from the wind
Penny
Gratify
Bartlet, eg
Small island
Follows CEES
Expire
These: French

* EXTRA INCOME '92 ^
Earn $2(W)-5(X) weekly m ail
ing 1992 travel brochures.
For more information send
an addressed stamped enve
lope to: J.R. Travel, P.O. Box
612291, Miami, FL 33161 ,

T h e a n sw e r s w ill b e d is p la y e d in th e n ex t issu e o f T he L aw rentian
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A ggressive Vikes
regain first place
w ith w in
by F red A n dersen

The Viking women hustled
on defense and for every loose
hall throughout Saturday’s
Midwest Conference basket
ball game against Beloit. De
spite periods ofstruggl ing ver
sus the Hues’ full-court pres
sure, LU was rewarded with a
53-41 victory at Alexander
Gym.
Krista Tomter helped give
LUa lead it would never relin
quish w ith eight firs t-h a lf
points. Gina Seegers and
Sarah O'Neil added six points
apiece as the Vikes headed
into the locker room with a 2818 lead.
O'Neil's first half did little
more than set the stage for
her second half performance,
which included numerousbaskets from long-range. One of
those baskets, a 22-foot threepoint shot, gave the Vikes a
double-digit lead headinginto
the game’s final ten minutes.
LU then relied on key hoops
from Krista Tomter to keep a

fo u r-p o in t lead w ith one
minute remaining.
O'Neil responded to Beloit’s
comeback bid, however, by
d rilling an eight-foot jumper
with 40 seconds left. That
clutch basket clinched the win
for the Vikings, who scored on
every free-throw opportunity
in the game's final minutes.
O’Neil ended the game with
15 points, while Tomter led
LU with 16. Gina Seegers
recorded ten points, but she
made her presence felt more
by muscling away several re
bounds from opponents than
through her scoring prowess.
The Vikes’ effort moved the
team's record to 4-1 in the
Midwest Conference and puts
the team in a virtual tie for
first place in the Northern Di
vision with Lake Forest (3-0).
A fter Wednesday's home
game against Ripon, LU trav
els to Carleton, UW-Stout, St.
Norbert, and Lake Forest to
close out the 1991-92 regular
season.

Krista Tomter has helped LU to its 4-1 MC start not only with her ball-handling abilities,
but with her scoring touch; Tomter had 16 points against Beloit.
Photo by Roger Duncan

Vikings unable to hold off Forrester charge
LU's women's basketball
team appeared ready to put
away Lake Forest in its M id
west Conference game last
Saturday.
The Forresters overcame a
22-8 deficit, however, and de
spite losing a 12-point lead of

their own in the second half,
the Forresters were able to
put away the Vikes 62-58.
Saturday’s loss w asthefirst
of the Midwest Conference
season for LU against three
wins, while Lake Forest re
mained perfect in its two con

ference games.
L U ’s fin a l comeback bid
against the Forresters came
on a 17-5 run that turned a 5139 deficit into a tie score.
LU's Krista Tomter dead
locked the game at 56 on a
three-point play. Teammate

Sarah O'Neil, the Vikes’ lead
ing scorer with 16 points, later
re-tied the game with ju st over
one minute remainingbefore a
field goal and two free throws
by Lake Forest put the game
away.
The rematch between the two

top Northern Division teams
takes place on Saturday, Feb
ruary 22 at Lake Forest in a
3:00game. Thew innerofthe
Northern Division hosts the
Midwest Conference Cham
pionships the following week
end.

Swim m ers su ccessfu l under first-year coach
by Mike S pofford

The men’s and women's
swim m ing teams recently
completed two home dual
meets against Marquette and
UW-Oshkosh, with the women
posting one victory and the
men suffering t ’.vo losses.
The women scored a 110-68
victory over Marquette, as
many swimmers took firs t
place in their events.
Head Coach K irt K irn e r
commented, "This was an ex
cellent performance and a
boost to their morale. Their
depth proved to be too much
for Marquette."
The 200-yard medley relay
team of Nicole LeCapitaine,
Dawn Remien, Elise Azuma,
and K risti Jahn as well as the
400-yard freestyle relay team
o f K e lly S w ett, J e n n ife r
Richards, Sara Baraczak, and
LeCapitaine both finished
first.

The LU women swept all
fiv e in d iv id u a l fre e style
events, as Jahn took first in
the 50 and 100-yard sprints,
Richards won the 200and 500yard events, and Dorothy
Rodger won the 1000-yard
race.
In addition, LeCapitaine fin
ished firs t in the 100-yard
backstroke and Remien won
the 100-yard breaststroke.
The men, however, did not
have the depth to outlast
Marquette and suffered a 10281 loss to the Warriors. "This
was their best challenge ofthe
year in terms of comparison.
There was just too much depth
on Marquette’s part," stated
Coach Kirner.
First place finishes for LU
in clu d e d
the
400-yard
freestyle relay team (Alex
Thoman, Pat Tassoni, Steve
Switzer, and Sam Wehrs) plus
Thoman in the 100-yard back
stroke, Switzer in the 50 and

100-yard fre e style s, and
W ehrs in the 200-yard
freestyle and 100-yard butter

fly.

This past Wednesday, the
UW-Oshkosh swim teams vis
ited Lawrence and took two
victories from the V ik in g
swimmers.
The women’s meet was close
all the way, w ith Oshkosh
eventually emerging with a
109-103 victory. Coach Kirner
commented, "The meet came
down to thelasteventand was
very exciting. We were miss
ing one of our best competitors
who might have made the dif
ference, but this is not to
deemphasize the quality per
formances our women tallied."
Tara Grimsheid captured
first place in both the one and
three-meter diving events for
LU. Other firs t place finishes
included Rodger in the 1000yard freestyle and Jahn in the
50 and 100-yard freestyles, the

same races they won against
Marquette.
Oshkosh won the men's meet
by a score of 123-81, but the
meet was actually much closer
than the score. Lawrence had
no divers com peting, so
Oshkosh made a clean sweep
of those 26 points.
"The Oshkosh divers put the
meet out of reach for us early.

However, we had some per
sonal bests and overall great
performances," stated Coach
Kirner.
Wehrs once again took first
in the 100-yard butterfly, and
he also won the 200-yard
freestyle. The 200-yard med
ley relay team of Tassoni,
Switzer, Thoman, and Wehrs
also won their race.

Steve Switzer has dominated the 50-yard and 100-yard free
style events in LU's meets this year.
Rick Pcicrson Photo
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Klotz w ins w restlin g
invite, LU takes 3rd
by F red A n d ersen

Chris Klotz prepares a M aranatha opponent for another takedown during
the Wisconsin Private Schools Cham pionships
Photo by Rick Peterson

Viking wrestler Chris Klotz took first
place in the 142-pound weight division
at the LU Invite at Alexander Gym on
Saturday. His win, coupled with Chris
Setzler's and Dave Munoz's second place
finishes, helped the Vikings take third
place overall.
Northwestern College of Minnesota
won the annual Invite by amassing 801/2 points, while Carroll finished eight
points ahead of LU with 57 points.
Saturday's meet featured a large field,
including twelve schools and eleven
wrestlers in the heavyweight division.
This field size forced LU's second heavy
weight, Steve Kools, to wrestle in four
matches before finally overcominga first
round match loss to win the consolation
bracket. Dave Munoz took a slightly
easier route to take his second place
award by winning his first round match,
and then two matches later getting de
feated in the finals.

To Attend
Wednesday 1 2 Saturday 15
7 :3 0

Women's Basketball
Vs. Ripon
Hockey
Vs. Whitewater
-Fencing at Alexander

7 :3 0

Wednesday 19
7=30 Hockey Vs. St. N.

At 126 pounds, Chris Setzler won
his final match in a round-robin type
format to capture second place.
Jeff Jacobson, at 167 pounds, has
had a season-long duel with a counter
part from Northwestern College of
Wisconsin, and for the third time,
Jacobson has come up ju st short. This
time, he fell in a first round match to
the Northwestern wrestler and was
forced to wrestle in the consolation
finals against teammate Paul Dorn.
Jacobson won the match and took third
plaoe.
Other Vikings who placed in the
home meet were Scott Fuller, at 150
pounds, and Ben Trevino, at 177
pounds. Adam "Doc" Newman also
wrestled and recorded a major fall in a
consolation match.
This Saturday, the LU wrestling
team travels to the Elm hurst Tourna
ment, and on February 29, the confer
ence meet takes place at Monmouth.

H ill sets LU
track record

Heather H ill ran the 1500-meter run in 5:08.06
last Saturday in Stevens Point to set a mark in
Viking indoor track history. H ill was joined by
7 :3 0
Betsy Blahnik as record-breakers that day as
Men’s Basketball
the all-American 400-meter runner broke a
Stevens Point Fieldhouse record in her event.
Vs. Lake Forest
1 0 :0 0 Fencing - Open
Dan Sheridan led the men's team with a sixth
-Basketball at Alexander
-Hockey at Tri-County Arena
-Ian bus leaves from library place finish in the 5000-meter run.

Men's Basketball
Vs. Beloit

Sunday

MC Hoops
P review
Wednesday:
Lawrence women
vs. Ripon
Saturday:
Lawrence men vs. Beloit
LAWRENCE WOMEN:
After Saturday’s win over Beloit, the Vikings reside
at 4-1 in the Midwest Conference and in a virtual tie for
first place. Sarah O’Neil is having another all-confer
ence season for the Vikes, leading the team in scoring
with a career-high 17 points per game. Susan Steele is
just coming back to form after missing the first part of
the season. The first game against Ripon, on January
29, was tight, as the Vikes came back from a halftime
deficit to defeat the Redmen.
LAWRENCE MEN:
The Vikes could be looking for their sixth win in their
last seven games (with a win tonight against St. Norbert).
Russ Scott has connected on more than 53 percent of his
three-point attempts this season and is ranked in the
top eight in the country in that category. .

Friday

21

16

Viking m en record first MC
victory, prepare for B eloit
Russ Scott connected on all
three of his three-point fieldgoal attempts, and the Vikings
turned the ball over six times
as LU's men'sbasketball team
defeated St. Norbert for its
first Midwest Conference win.
The win broke a six game
conference losing streak by the
Vikes and provided hope for
the team as it entered Ripon's
home court Wednesday for a
game against the Redmen.
LU was no match for Ripon,
however, as the Vikes
struggled to a 30-point halftime deficit on its way to an
83-59 defeat.
Russ Scott had 10 points for
LU, including his fourth and
fifth consecutive successful
th re e -p o in t field-goal a t
tempts, and Joel Dillingham
and Ross Rynders also scored
in double figures against
Ripon.
Dillingham scored 23 points
on Thursday night to lead the
Vikes over Northland College
76-33: that total lifted the
ju nio r over the 1000-point
mark for his college career.

Jacob Lofgren scored 25 points in a recent game against
Wisconsin Lutheran. Lofgren and the Vikings will be in
search of their third conference win when they battle Beloit
on Saturday.______ ____________________ Photo by Roger Duncan

etc.
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Itcan’t dolaundryorfindyouadate,
butitcanhelpyoufindmoretimeforboth.
The new Apple Macintosh' Classic' II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It’s a completuand affordable Macintosh
Classic system that’s ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It’s a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro
processor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
* *
almost any other kind of computer.
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it’s affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you’re in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It’ll be time well spent.

f t *

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For further information visit
Youngchild 260 or call Ext. 6769

*

© 1991 Apple Com puter. Inc Apple the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered tradem arks and S uperD m e is a tradem ark o f Apple C om puter, Inc MS-DOS is a registered tradem ark o f Microsoft C orporation
Classic is a registered tradem ark used un d er license hv Apple Computer, Inc This ad was created using Macintosh com p u ters

(Voice Mail cont. from p. 3)
Lawrentian office.
Mail system was free. Next
This conflict was a result of tim e the a d m in istra tio n
poor communication between springs an expense on us I
the administration and the hope they have the good sense
studentbody. The Lawrentian both to ask and fully explain
Staff thought that the Voice the benefits coming along with

it. Afler a lot of grief, the re
sult is a resolution in which
both parties have their feath
ers ruffled. There is no need
for that. Let’s be clearer in the
future.

More Sports.
Hockey team loses lead, game to St. Norbert
Sam Tijan and Paul Mickelson connected on goals to give the LU hockey team a 2-1 second
period lead at St. Norbert on Wednesday night. The Vikings, despite receiving 55 saves from
John Sch rule, could not hold on, however. The team's record dropped to 1-9-1 with the 6-2 loss.

Fencers host tournam ent on Saturday
The LU fencing team hosts the Small College Open for all weapons on Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
at Alexander Gym. This year's team is led by freshman foil competitor Paul Determan, who
has a 36-12 record for the season. Andrew Knott (14-17), Todd Zimmerman (24-16), and April
Eisman (23-15) lead the team in the epee, saber, and women’s foil categories, respectively.
Other teams expected to compete in the open meet are Knox, Wisconsin Lutheran, Beloit,
MSOE, Ripon, and UW-Milwaukee.

Viking men defeat Lake Forest in MC action
Ross Rynders and Joel Dillingham combined for 49 of LU's 77 points on Saturday as the
Viking men's basketball team won by 12 points at Lake Forest. LU looked ready to record its
second conference win right from the opening tip-off as the Vikes outshot the Forresters 53
percent to 29 percent on their way to a 43-25 halftime lead. Rynders scored 15 points in the
half and continued his scoring touch throughout the game by connecting on a game-high eight
field goals in only eleven attempts.
Dillingham’s points came mainly from the free-throw line as LU's new member of its 1000point club was 13 of 18 from the charity stripe.
LU continues its season tonight at 7:30 with a conference game at St. Norbert.

(Hexiology cont. from p. 7)
also give focus to the Law
rence experience, as the lib
eral learning envisioned for
each of us involves not only
the trained intellect, but the
integrated whole person. So
to each of us, we dedicate this

column in the hope that we
can learn to lead better lives
for ourselves and those around
us. If you are interested in
learning more about wellness,
contact Mary Poulson at the
Rec Center. We wish you well
being.

(Macscont. from p. 3)
ratio of about 5.5 to 1. I sus
pect that the situation is simi
lar at other state schools.
This is not to suggest, how
ever, that Lawrence should
build computer facilities to
such a level. It could very well
be that the academic areas
emphasized at that institu
tion require that there be large
computer availability. The
point is that they invested in a
system and built it up so that
it was adequate for student
needs. This is something that
Lawrence has failed to do.
Years ago when Lawrence
made the decision to place
Macs in the residence halls it
made a commitment. In giv
ing students easy access to
Macs, Lawrence was saying
that it thought that they would
serve the average computer
user best. Indeed, their pre
diction was true. The Macs
have proven to be almost in
dispensable for many stu
dents. The sad thing is, they
are so popular that there sim

ply are not enough of them to
go around. Towards midterm
and finals weeks, it becomes
nearly impossible to find an
open computer.
The solution is simple. Law
rence needs a Macintosh lab
with around 15 additional
computers. Where to put it?
Remodel one of the smoking
rooms in the library (does any
one really need to smoke in
the library?) with tables to
accept the additional comput
ers. The lab would be staffed
by a student assistant work
ing similar hours as those cur
rently in place for Y64. The
plan would also call for two
additional laser printers. This
would solve the problem of
p rin ter av ailab ility made
worse when the laser printer
was removed from :he media
center last year. This should
be economically feasible con
sidering the newer, lower-cost
hardware from Apple and the
minimum of furniture needed
for the library space.

